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Abstract 

The hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) of aromatic oxygenates over ruthenium was studied 

computationally on the model system guaiacol (2-methoxyphenol) on Ru(0001), using a DFT 

method. Besides the adsorption geometries of the aromatic intermediates, the study focused 

on the energetics of elementary reaction steps that occur during the HDO of guaiacol. Bond 

scissions at the aliphatic side group were calculated to have barriers of at most 69 kJ mol-1. In 

contrast, barriers for the cleavage of the aromatic bonds Caryl-O were determined at more than 

100 kJ mol�1. Based on calculated energetics, a reaction pathway for the HDO of guaiacol is 

proposed where first the methyl group of the methoxy moiety is removed to yield catecholate. 

Subsequently the oxo groups are replaced by H, yielding first phenolate and finally benzene. 

For the removal of the first oxygen center of catecholate a substantially lower barrier (106 

kJ mol�1) was calculated than for the Caryl-O cleavage of phenolate (189 kJ mol-1). This is 

rationalized by the strained structure of adsorbed catecholate. The high barrier for the second 

Caryl-O scission step is line with recent experiments that yield phenol as main product of 

guaiacol HDO over Ru/C.  
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1. Introduction 

For the sustainable production of fuel, but also of other chemicals, pyrolysis of biomass has 

been shown to be a promising approach in the context of processing biomass.1 The resulting 

“pyrolysis oil” contains a mixture of a large variety of oxygenate compounds.2,3 For the 

intended purpose, the high oxygen content of this product mixture represents a problem as it 

is associated with undesired properties, e.g., chemical instability and low heating values.4,5 

Therefore, removal of oxygen functionalities is essential for increasing the quality of the 

pyrolysis oil and for compatibility with the current petrochemical infrastructure.4  

One strategy for reaching these goals is hydrodeoxygenation (HDO)6 where formally 

the O containing groups are replaced by hydrogen atoms. Aromatic oxygenates, which mainly 

derive from the pyrolysis of lignin, have been shown to present a particular challenge because 

of the stability of the aromatic structures.7 Various transition metals (TM) have been tested as 

catalysts for HDO of aromatics.8-20 Among others, Ru, also known to display high selectivity 

for the formation of alkanes from aliphatic polyols,21 has been shown to be a promising 

candidate.18 For instance, guaiacol (2-methoxyphenol), a typical model molecule for aromatic 

pyrolysis products, has been reported to transform over Ru/C to phenol or benzene at 

temperatures between 250 °C and 400 °C.10-13 

A rough idea about the mechanism for the HDO of aromatics on various (metallic and 

non-metallic) catalysts including Ru can be gained from a large number of experiments, 

including isotope labeling, and the analysis of intermediate species as well as products 

observed under process conditions.8,10,13,16,17,20,22-31 For instance, guaiacol HDO on Ru has 

been suggested to proceed via the intermediates catechol and phenol.10 Nevertheless, the 

atomistic processes occurring at the catalyst surface remain unclear, as computational studies 

dealing with aromatic oxygenates are not as numerous as those dealing with aliphatic 

oxygenates.32 In particular, theoretical studies on aromatics on Ru surfaces are rare and 

limited to the adsorption of benzene33 or larger aromatic hydrocarbons.34 Recently, some 

computational results were communicated on reactions of complex substrates like guaiacol on 

Ru.35 Computational studies for other metal surfaces are more abundant.36 The adsorption of 

benzene on other close packed surfaces was examined for TMs of Groups 8,37 9,38 10,38-48 and 

1148,49 as well as for alloys.37 Reactions involving aromatics, e.g., the 

(de)hydrogenation41,44,46,50-53 or the conversion of benzene to phenol,47 have been 

computationally explored for surfaces of Rh, Ni, Pd, Pt, and Cu. The adsorption of aromatic 

oxygenates, such as phenol, anisole, cresol or the more complex 1,3,5-trihydroxy-benzene, 

have been the subject of computational studies on pure Fe,54 Rh,52 Ni,40,53,54 Pd,55 and 

Pt43,52,55,56 surfaces as well as on surfaces of alloys like FeNi54 or FePd.13  
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Various computational works explicitly addressed the HDO of aromatics over 

metallic35,54 and non-metallic57-59 catalysts. In many cases, the studies are limited to the 

adsorption of various model substrates on the catalyst surface.54,57-59 However, a 

computational exploration of the reaction network is still missing, with the exception of some 

efforts.35 

In the current work we address calculated results for the HDO of guaiacol over large 

facets of Ru, modeled by a Ru(0001) surface. This surface is to be considered as a simplified 

model for Ru catalysts, to explore the yet unknown potential energy surface for guaiacol 

HDO. The role of the surface structure of a “real” catalyst, which will contain defect sites, is 

not considered here. Thus, the results of this work should be understood as first contribution 

to reveal the mechanism of the process under study. The present study does not address the 

quantitative decomposition of guaiacol into C1 and C2 fragments at 350 °C, which has only 

been explored  in one set of experiment over Ru/C.13  

2. Computational Models and Methods  

We carried out plane-wave based DFT calculations on slab models using the program VASP 

(version 5.2.12),60,61 employing the exchange-correlation functional PBE,62,63 a generalized 

gradient approximation (GGA).64 All calculations were carried out in spin-restricted fashion 

as spin moments of radicals are known to be quenched in complexes on Ru.65 The electron-

ion interaction was described by the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method.66,67 The cut-

off energy was chosen at 400 eV. We invoked the first-order Methfessel-Paxton smearing 

technique68 with a width of 0.1 eV and extrapolated the resulting energies to vanishing 

smearing width. For geometry optimizations, the Brillouin zone was sampled with a 

Monkhorst-Pack mesh69 of 5×5×1 k-points; energies were evaluated in single-point fashion at 

the resulting geometries using a grid of 7×7×1 k-points. Appropriate dipole corrections were 

applied in all cases. The self-consistent field iterations were considered converged when the 

total energy changed by less than 10–6 eV. For geometry optimization, the force on each 

relaxed atom was required to be less than 2×10–4 eV/pm. 

To model the Ru(0001) surface, we used a slab of five close-packed Ru layers in a 5×5 

hexagonal unit cell. The distance between repeated slabs was chosen to be more than 1.5 nm. 

The “top” two layers of each slab were relaxed, while the other three Ru layers were kept at 

the optimized bulk geometry, with Ru-Ru = 270 pm. Molecular species in the gas phase were 

calculated using a cubic unit cell of 2×2×2 nm3. The corresponding Brillouin zone was 

sampled at the  point only.  

When searching for transition state (TS) structures, we first determined approximate 
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structures with the nudged elastic band method70,71 and the dimer method.72 The resulting 

structures were subsequently refined using a quasi-Newton algorithm. All stationary points 

were verified by a normal-mode analysis.  

We denote the surface adsorption complexes of the aromatic substrate species under 

study by labels x, x = 1–22 (Figures 1–3; Figure S1 of the Supporting Information, SI). Labels 

of the type xgp denote the structure of adsorbate x in the gas phase. For small non-aromatic 

fragments, e.g., OCHx and CHx, we refrained from introducing identifiers, for ease of reading. 

Reactions from an initial state (IS) x to a product y (and a non aromatic fragment) will be 

denoted as x-y, the corresponding TS as x_y (Figure 4; Figure S2 of SI). Cartesian 

coordinates of all stationary structures are provided as Supporting Information. 

Figures 1 and 2 provide an overview of all species and the reaction network under study. 

Table 1 shows calculated results of all surface reactions studied in the direction of the bond 

cleavage, although some of them may occur in reverse direction along the reaction pathways 

to be discussed later on. For each reaction, we present the calculated reaction energy ∆Er = 

∆E(P) – ∆E(IS) and activation barrier ∆Ea = ∆E(TS) – ∆E(IS), with ∆E(IS), ∆E(TS), and ∆E(P) 

being the calculated absolute energies of the initial state, transition state and product states, 

respectively. For the product state with coadsorbates x and y, we assume that the bond 

cleavage products are adsorbed at (formally) infinite separation, i.e., ∆E(x,y) = ∆E(x) + ∆E(y)  

– ∆E(Ru), where ∆E(x) and ∆E(y) represent the total energies of the adsorption complexes x 

and y on Ru and ∆E(Ru) is the total energy of the clean Ru(0001) surface.  

In addition to energy values, we also provide the corresponding Gibbs free energies of 

reaction and activation, estimated according to standard procedures73,74 as single-point 

corrections at pertinent experimental conditions10-13 (250 °C, 400 °C; 1 bar, 40 bar total 

pressure). 

3. Results and Discussion  

First we discuss some structural aspects that are important for the reactivity. Subsequently, we 

will address energetic properties of pertinent elementary reactions, to work out general trends 

of the reaction energies and the barriers. Based on these results we finally will suggest the 

most likely reaction pathways.  

3.1. Adsorption geometries  

The geometries of the adsorption complexes under study, discussed in detail in Section S1 of 

SI, allowed us to identify preferred structural motifs regarding various functional groups of 

the adsorbates. In adsorption complexes of benzene 20 and other complexes with aromatic C6 

rings, the ring center is located over hollow sites (Figure 3), in agreement with the 
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experimental structure of adsorbed benzene.33,75,76 The C-O moiety of aromatic oxo groups 

(e.g., in the adsorption complex of phenolate 17, Figure 3) also prefers to adsorb over a 

hollow site. In particular, the C center is close to a hollow site while the oxo group binds in 

top fashion to one of the Ru centers of the hollow site. A dehydrogenated aromatic C center 

(e.g., in the surface complex of phenyl 21, Figure 3) is another frequent structural motif that 

prefers to adsorb over hollow sites.  

In some adsorption complexes, functional groups are unable to adsorb at their preferred 

adsorption sites. In the adsorption complex 15 of catecholate (Figure 3), one oxo group 

absorbs at the preferred top site, while the other one can only be located over an unfavorable 

bridge site or a skewed top site. The resulting unequal Ru-O distances of this bridge site, 231 

pm and 245 pm, as well as the fact that the center of the aromatic ring is not directly above the 

center of a hollow site indicate that the adsorbate structure is under strain, as the two oxo 

groups and the aromatic ring compete for ideal adsorption sites. Also the C-O distances reflect 

strain in the adsorption complex 15. The distances C-Otop = 131 pm and C-Obridge = 135 pm 

indicate that the latter bond is more activated. Similarly, complex 19 experiences strain 

because the dehydrogenated C center and the oxo group compete for optimum sites. As the 

former adsorbs at a preferred hollow site, the C-O moiety of the oxo group is forced to align 

along a bridge site. 

3.2. Energetics of reactions  

Next we discuss the energy aspects, ∆Er and ∆Ea, of the reactions under study (Table 1). The 

reactions are grouped into six categories: bond cleavage of (i) O–H, (ii) Calkyl–H, (iii) Caryl–H, 

(iv) Calkyl–O, (v) Caryl–OH, and (vi) Caryl–OCHx.   

O–H cleavage. The dehydrogenation at the aromatic OH group has been studied for the 

species 1, 3, 5, 13, 14 and 16, which differ only in the substituent in ortho position to the OH 

group. The corresponding reactions, 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 13-14, 14-15, and 16-17, are all 

exothermic. With the exception of 14-15, which will be discussed separately, all reactions 

feature similar energetics. The reaction energies ∆Er were calculated in the range from -55 

mol�1 to -72 kJ mol�1. The exothermicities of these reactions are related to the formation of a 

stable bond between an O functionality and an oxophilic metal, Ru. The corresponding 

reaction barriers were calculated at 37�51 kJ mol�1, comparable to what has been reported 

for phenol on Rh(111).52 Hence these reactions can be considered as easily accessible under 

typical reaction conditions, 250�400 °C.10-13 The reactions have in common that in the IS the 

OH group does not interact with the Ru support (or does so only weakly) while the oxo group 

of the product adsorbs at a top site. These similarities in ∆Er and ∆Ea values can be 

rationalized by the fact that the various substituents in ortho position hardly affect the local 
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structure around the OH group.  

Reaction 14-15 has a higher barrier (78 kJ mol�1) and is less exothermic (-21 kJ mol�1) 

than the other OH cleavage steps. The different energetics of this reaction can be understood 

from the structure of product 15. At variance with all other O-H cleavage steps discussed 

above, the O center of the OH group is forced to adsorb to an unfavorable bridge site upon 

dehydrogenation. This is related to the binding competition of the two oxo functionalities and 

the resulting structural strain in structure 15; see Section 3.1.  

The dehydrogenation barriers of OH substituents of aromatic compounds, discussed 

here, are slightly lower than those of aliphatic OH groups (42�78 kJ mol�1).77,78 In contrast, a 

direct comparison between the reaction energies of aromatic and aliphatic O-H cleavage steps 

is not straightforward. The values for the cleavage of aliphatic O-H groups scatter much 

stronger, from -22 kJ mol�1 to -64 kJ mol�1,76,77 than the values associated with the scission of 

aromatic O-H groups.  

Calkyl–H cleavage. This category includes the dehydrogenation steps at the methoxy 

group. The reactions in this category can be divided into two groups. There is either a 

hydroxy group (1-3, 3-5, 5-7) in ortho position to the OCHx moiety (x = 3–1) being 

dehydrogenated, or an oxo group (2-4, 4-6, 6-8). Similar to the O-H cleavage mechanism 

discussed above, the effect of the substituent in ortho position is limited. The values ∆Er and 

∆Ea of analogous reactions of the two groups agree within 7 kJ mol–1. We find barriers of 62 

kJ mol–1 (1-3) and 69 kJ mol–1 (2-4) for the removal of the first H atom from the methoxy 

group. The corresponding reaction energies are slightly exothermic, -11 kJ mol–1 and -5 

kJ mol–1, respectively. Removal of the second hydrogen, 3-5 and 4-6, is both kinetically and 

thermodynamically more favored, with ∆Er = -34 kJ mol–1 and ∆Ea  20 kJ mol–1. The third 

and last dehydrogenation steps yielding a �OC moiety (5-7, 6-8) has barriers of 61 kJ mol–1 

and 63 kJ mol–1, respectively, that are comparable to those of the first dehydrogenation step 1-

3 (62 kJ mol–1) and 2-4 (69 kJ mol–1). These reactions are also exothermic, by -22 kJ mol–1 

and -27 kJ mol–1, respectively.  

The reaction energies presented here differ somewhat from those calculated for the 

dehydrogenation of ethanol on Ru(0001) for which the first dehydrogenation at the ethyl 

moiety is endothermic.77 In contrast, the energies ∆Er of the reactions at the methoxy group of 

guaiacol presented here resemble more the ∆Er values reported for methane dehydrogenation 

where the first three dehydrogenation steps are also exothermic.79-81 Note that the methoxy O 

center is not interacting with the Ru surface in any of the initial or product structures, whereas 

the O-Ru interaction plays an important role in the case of ethanol.77 This may explain why 

the energetics of the reaction at the methoxy group of guaiacol resembles the reaction of 
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methane, which does not contain any O. 

The dehydrogenation barriers of the first dehydrogenation steps 1-3 and 2-4 at the 

methoxy group were calculated higher than those of the corresponding secondary 

dehydrogenation steps 3-5 and 4-6, respectively. This ordering of the barriers can be 

rationalized by noting that in the initial states 1 and 2 the methyl group interacts only weakly 

with the surface, hence the methyl C-H bonds are essentially not activated. In contrast, the 

intermediates 3 and 4 bind notably to the catalyst. This argument is corroborated by results of 

computational studies on aliphatic substrates on Ru where the highest barriers were 

determined for the dehydrogenation of saturated C moieties.77,80,82 

Caryl-H cleavage. The prototypical Caryl–H cleavage reaction is the dehydrogenation 20-

21 of adsorbed benzene to form adsorbed phenyl 21. This transformation is endothermic, ∆Er 

= 40 kJ mol–1, with a high barrier of 92 kJ mol–1. Analogous reactions on other transition 

metal surfaces have been reported to be even more endothermic, 75 kJ mol–1 [Pt(111)46] and 

71 kJ mol–1 [Cu(100)50]; at least the latter reaction is kinetically hindered, ∆Ea = 179 kJ mol–

1.50 Yet, the situation on Ru may be quite different from that on these late transition metals 

because the adsorption complex of the product phenyl shows noteworthy differences. As 

discussed in Section S1 of SI, the phenyl moiety lies flat on the Ru(0001) surface (Structure 

21 in Figure S1 of SI), but is adsorbed upright or tilted on Pt and Cu surfaces. The second 

reaction in this category is reaction 17-19, namely the dehydrogenation in ortho position to 

the oxo group of phenolate. This reaction is both thermodynamically (∆Er= 66 kJ mol–1) and 

kinetically (∆Ea= 118 kJ mol–1) less favored than 20-21 (Table 1). This can be rationalized by 

the structure of the product adsorption complex 19, in which the substrate is under strain 

(Section 3.1). 

Calkyl-O cleavage. This category of reactions comprises cleavage of the HxC-O bond 

with x = 1–3 (Table 1). In analogy to the Calkyl–H cleavage reactions, these reactions can also 

be divided into two groups, recognizing that the ISs have either a hydroxyl substituent or an 

oxo group at the ring. While the latter group of reactions yields adsorbed catecholate 15 as 

product, the former group leads to the formation of the adsorption complex of hydrogen 

catecholate 14.  

We start with the latter groups of reactions yielding 14. The bond scission barrier 

decreases with x, from 171 kJ mol–1 estimated for 1-14 (x = 3; see Section S3 of SI), to 58 

kJ mol–1 for 3-14 (x = 2), and 35 kJ mol–1 for 5-14 (x = 1). The corresponding reaction energy 

do not show such a clear trend as the barriers. Nevertheless, these reactions are generally 

strongly exothermic, with reaction energies ranging from -91 kJ mol–1 (3-14) to -127 kJ mol–1 

(5-14). The analogous reaction energies for the group yielding catecholate 15 are generally 
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less exothermic, by 33–40 kJ mol–1 (Table 1). This difference is related to the two oxo groups 

of the product structure 15 competing for the optimum adsorption site; cf. Section 3.1. In line 

with the less exothermic ∆Er values for the reactions of the oxo-substituted ISs, the barriers of 

4-15 and 6-15 are also higher than those of the reactions of the OH-substituted reactants, by 9 

kJ mol–1 (3-14) and 23 kJ mol–1 (5-14). Reaction 2-15 was not considered, as a barrier above 

∆Ea(1-14) = 171 kJ mol–1 is expected. Similar to the reactions of the first group, the barriers 

decrease with x in the O-CHx group. We also examined reaction 8-15, the IS of which has no 

H at the aliphatic C center (x = 0). For this reaction we determined a barrier, ∆Ea = 82 kJ mol–

1, that is higher than the values calculated for reactions 4-15 and 6-15. Obviously, the barriers 

of Calkyl-O cleavage do not fall synchronously with the decreasing number x of H substituents 

at the O-CHx group; there is a minimum at x = 1 instead. A similar trend with a minimum has 

also been found for the C-O cleavage barriers of ethanol and its dehydrogenation products on 

Ru(0001).77  

Caryl-O(H) cleavage. The removal of an oxo or a hydroxyl group from the aromatic 

systems under study is generally characterized by barriers higher than 100 kJ mol–1 (Table 1). 

With the exceptions of the reactions 15-19 and 19-22, which we will address separately, a 

clear trend can be observed. Cleavage reactions of Caryl-OH bonds generally exhibit barriers 

from 115 kJ mol–1 to 135 kJ mol–1 whereas removal of an oxo group is kinetically even less 

favored, with barriers from 177 kJ mol–1 to 207 kJ mol–1. In contrast, thermodynamics tends 

to prefer the removal of an oxo group over the elimination of an OH group. Removal of an 

oxo group is always calculated to be exothermic, with ∆Er values from -3 kJ mol–1 to -28 

kJ mol–1. On the other hand, the analogous removal of an OH group from an O-hydrogenated 

intermediate is, in all cases where our data allow a direct comparison, less exothermic or even 

endothermic (Table 1).  

Reaction 15-19 is a special case as the IS surface complex of catecholate features two 

oxo groups, where one is adsorbed at a top, the other at a bridge site. The barrier associated 

with the removal of the top-adsorbed O is 185 kJ mol–1, comparable to values found for other 

oxo removal steps (2-9, 4-10, 6-11, 8-12, 14-18, 17-21), where the pertinent oxygen center is 

also attached to a top site. In contrast, the barrier associated with O adsorbed at the bridge site 

is significantly lower, 106 kJ mol–1. Obviously, the adsorption site of the oxo group to be 

eliminated notably affects the barrier height, a consequence of the stronger activation of the 

C-Obridge resulting from the strain in the adsorbate structure (Section 3.1).  

The second special case, 19-22, is the only transformation that starts from an adsorption 

complex with a dehydrogenated C center in the C6 ring, again a structure under strain. The 

product benyzne 22 is the only adsorption complex of this study where the C6 moiety is 
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oriented upright on the metal surface (Section S1 of SI). The reaction energy of -58 kJ mol–1, 

and the barrier of 149 kJ mol–1 indicates that this reaction is thermodynamically and 

kinetically more favorable than the oxo removal steps discussed above, 2-9, 4-10, 6-11, 8-12, 

14-18, and 17-21. Obviously reaction 19-22 is not comparable to these oxo-removal steps.  

Caryl-OR cleavage. Comparable to the Caryl-O(H) cleavage just discussed, this category 

of reactions also features rather high barriers, with ∆Ea values from 95 kJ mol–1 to 168 

kJ mol-1. After all, the cleavage of any Caryl-O bond is kinetically challenging, irrespective of 

the substitution pattern at the oxygen. Similar to the Calkyl-O cleavage, the substituent in ortho 

position to the OCHx group of the IS has a notable effect on the energetics.  

For OH group in ortho position, one yields intermediate 18 as product of slightly 

exothermic reactions, with ∆Er from -5 kJ mol–1 to -33 kJ mol–1. The corresponding barriers 

fall into the range from 95 kJ mol–1 to 145 kJ mol–1. Neither reaction energies nor barriers 

show a clear trend with the number of H centers at the aliphatic C, but the highest barrier is 

associated with the least exothermic reaction 3-18, where R = CH2. The reactions of the 

intermediates, which have an oxo group instead of the OH groups yield 19 as product. 

Compared to the reactions yielding 18, these reactions are generally less favored, both in 

terms of the reaction energy and the activation barrier. The values of ∆Ea for these reactions 

range from 101 kJ mol–1 to 168 kJ mol–1; they are at least by 12 kJ mol–1 higher than the 

barriers of the reactions from the corresponding O-hydrogenated ISs. With the exception of 

reaction 8-19, these reaction are either slightly exothermic, ∆Er(2-19) = -7 kJ mol–1, or 

slightly endothermic. Reaction 8-19 is a rather exothermic reaction, -72 kJ mol–1; note that it 

involves the formation of the stable side product CO. The general energetic preference for 

reactions of intermediates with an OH group over the reactions of their O-dehydrogenated 

analogues is, similar to the cases of Calkyl-O cleavage, due to the competition between the oxo 

group and the “bare” C moiety in the product structure 19 for the optimum structure of the 

resulting adsorption complex.  

3.3. Reaction pathways 

Now we will present possible pathways which can be deduced from the energy properties of 

the reactions presented in the preceding section. We will start with the most likely pathway 

(Figure 2 and 5) which has been derived choosing for each intermediate the reaction with the 

lowest activation barrier. Subsequently, we will discuss alternative pathways (Figure 2; 

Figures S5 and S6 of SI) which involve reaction barriers that are slightly higher (typically by 

up to 10 kJ mol–1) than those encountered along the most likely pathway. The TSs involved in 

the pathways discussed here are displayed in Figure 4. 

The most likely pathway. Starting from gas phase guaiacol 1gp and a clean Ru surface 
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with large facets, modeled by Ru(0001), the first step of this pathway is the exothermic 

formation of the adsorption complex of guaiacol 1 on the metal surface. The energy change 

associated with this step is -107 kJ mol–1. For adsorption complex 1, we determined only two 

reactions with ∆Ea < 100 kJ mol–1, the exothermic dehydrogenation of the OH group (1-2, 

∆Ea: 51 kJ mol–1) and of the methyl group (1-3, ∆Ea: 62 kJ mol–1). The most likely 

transformation is the formation of the surface complex of guaiacolate 2, which stabilizes the 

system by -62 kJ mol–1. However, this is not the most exothermic reaction of 1. In the most 

exothermic reaction of 1, the removal of the methyl group (1-14) with ∆Er = -104 kJ mol–1, a 

high barrier, estimated at ~170 kJ mol–1, has to be overcome. After the dehydrogenation at the 

hydroxyl group, the most likely pathway continues with two consecutive exothermic 

dehydrogenation steps at the methyl group, 2-4 and 4-6, with barriers of 69 kJ mol–1 and 20 

kJ mol–1, respectively. All other reactions studied of the intermediate 2 can be ruled out as 

possible side reactions because their barriers were determined to at least 143 kJ mol–1.  

The dehydrogenation 2-4 at the methyl group activates the bonds at the aliphatic 

functionality in the product 4. This is not only reflected in the low barrier for the further 

dehydrogenation as just mentioned, but also in the barrier for the cleavage reaction 4-15 of the 

CH2-O bond, 67 kJ mol–1. For comparison, recall the high barrier, estimated at 171 kJ mol–1, 

for the scission step 1-14 of the CH3-O bond, before the methyl C is dehydrogenated. All 

barriers of all cleavage reactions of type Caryl-O in 4 were calculated far above 100 kJ mol–1 

(Table 1). 

The most likely pathway leads from 4 to intermediate 6 where, again, the reactions with 

the lowest barriers are related to 6-8, the removal of the (last) H of the aliphatic carbon center, 

∆Ea = 63 kJ mol–1, and the cleavage 6-15 of the Calkyl-O bond, ∆Ea = 58 kJ mol–1. All other 

transformations of intermediate 6 are unlikely in view of their significantly higher barriers, at 

least 107 kJ mol–1. There is another pathway, via the intermediates 3 and 5, for forming 6; see 

below when alternative pathways are being discussed. In 6, for the first time along this 

pathway, the barriers of Calkyl-H and Calkyl-O bond scission of an intermediate are comparable. 

In view of the slightly lower barrier of Calkyl-O scission, accompanied by a significantly 

stronger exothermicity, ∆Er = -93 kJ mol–1, we consider transformation 6-15 yielding 

catecholate as the more likely next reaction. The alternative pathway continuing with the less 

exothermic dehydrogenation step 6-8, ∆Er = -27 kJ mol–1, will be discussed later on.  

For adsorbed catecholate 15, two alternatives have to be considered as consecutive 

reactions: re-hydrogenation 15-14 (reversed 14-15) at one O site and cleavage 15-19 of the 

Caryl-O bond. The two reactions have comparable barriers, 99 kJ mol–1 and 106 kJ mol–1, 

respectively. The hydrogenation step is endothermic by 21 kJ mol–1 whereas the C-O cleavage 
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step is exothermic, by -28 kJ mol–1. After a second endothermic hydrogenation step with a 

high barrier (reversed 13-14, ∆Er = 72 kJ mol–1, ∆Ea = 119 kJ mol–1) and the endothermic 

desorption step (∆Er = 116 kJ mol–1), the re-hydrogenation path ultimately leads to the 

formation of catechol 13gp in the gas phase (Figures 2 and 5), the first intermediate observed 

in experiment over Ru/C.10 In the following, we will not consider the formation of adsorbed 

catechol 13 from adsorbed catecholate 15 as part of the main pathway because the subsequent 

desorption of the substrate is rather endothermic.  

More likely seems the C-O cleavage 15-19 to form 2-oxyphenyl on the surface 19, for 

which we considered two consecutive reactions. Intermediate 19 can either be re-

hydrogenated at the aromatic ring (reverse 17-19) to form the aromatic adsorption complex of 

phenolate 17 or undergo a second C-O cleavage step 19-22 to form benzyne. The reaction 

energies of both transformations are comparable: ∆Er(19-17) = -66 kJ mol–1, ∆Er(19-22)= -58 

kJ mol–1. However, the activation barriers are significantly different: ∆Er(19-17) = 52 kJ mol–1, 

∆Er(19-22)= 149 kJ mol–1. Therefore, formation of benzyne 22 is kinetically ruled out.  

Adsorbed phenolate 17 is a very stable species which renders any transformation a 

challenge. The hydrogenation of 17 at O is endothermic (reverse 16-17) with ∆Er = 68 kJ mol–

1 and ∆Ea = 106 kJ mol–1. Desorption of the resulting phenol yielding 16gp is endothermic by 

130 kJ mol–1. The situation is similar to that of catecholate, where overall 209 kJ mol–1 are 

required to yield catechol 13gp in the gas phase from adsorbed catecholate. Here the overall 

energetics is almost as energy intensive, consuming 198 kJ mol–1 to yield gas phase phenol 

16gp by hydrogenation of adsorbed phenolate 17 and subsequent desorption of the adsorbate. 

However, unlike the C-O cleavage 15-19 of catecholate, the competing thermo-neutral C-O 

cleavage 17-21 of phenolate has a very high barrier, 189 kJ mol–1, hence is kinetically 

hindered.  

Thus the calculated results predict that the transformation of guaiacol over Ru(0001) 

ends at the stage of phenolate or phenol. This is consistent with the experiment over Ru/C 

carried out under low H2 pressure, below 1 bar, where the main product indeed is phenol.11-13 

However, benzene is observed as product under high H2 pressure, ~40 bar.10 Therefore we 

will also include the further reaction of the C-O cleavage product phenyl 21 to benzene 20 in 

the current discussion, despite of the high barrier for forming 21. The final step from phenyl 

to benzene is the exothermic re-hydrogenation 21-20 (reversed 20-21) at the ring, ∆Er = -40 

kJ mol–1, which has a barrier of 53 kJ mol–1. Consistent with the desorption of guaiacol, 

catechol, and phenol, desorption of the final product benzene is a strongly endothermic 

process, requiring 136 kJ mol–1. 

In view of the high barrier of the C-O cleavage 17-21 of phenolate, we also considered 
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the possibility that phenolate is hydrogenated to form phenol (reverse 16-17) before the C-O 

bond cleaves to yield phenyl and OH in reaction 16-21 which has a barrier of 124 kJ mol–1 

(Figure S4 in SI). Yet, the highest lying TS along this pathway, 16_21, is by 192 kJ mol–1 less 

stable than the surface complex of phenolate 17. TS 16_21 is of comparable stability as TS 

17_21 which is by 189 kJ mol–1 less stable than structure 17. Thus the C-O cleavage 

mechanism via TS 16_17 is as unfavorable as the “direct” scission of the C-O bond via 

reaction 17-21.  

The energy of phenol 16gp in the gas phase is by 9 kJ mol–1 less stable than TS 17_21 

(Figure 5). Thus, the experiments10-13 showing the desorption of phenol cannot be rationalized 

by the calculated value ∆Edes of phenol. This discrepancy can be resolved by considering 

entropy effects. Pertinent free energies of desorption ∆Gdes are significantly lower than the 

corresponding desorption energies ∆Edes (Table 2). For phenol, ∆Edes = 130 kJ mol–1 whereas 

∆Gdes is at most 48 kJ mol–1 (at 250 °C, 40 bar). Thus, phenol, but similarly also catechol and 

benzene (Table 2), can easily desorb. Indeed, all three species have been detected in the gas 

phase.10-13 

The overall reaction path presented is consistent with the mechanism formulated by 

Laurent and Delmon, originally proposed for the reaction over the alloys CoMo and NiMo,8 

and recently also suggested for the reaction on Ru.10 The present exploration elaborated 

details of the reactions at the surface. Indeed, the Calkyl-O bond cleaves before the two Caryl-O 

are consecutively cleaved. However the cleavage steps do not occur from guaiacol, catechol 

and phenol as originally proposed,8 but from their dehydrogenated analogues. These 

significantly more stable intermediates are radicaloid surface species which are unable to 

desorb and thus cannot be detected in the product mixture. Another aspect, not covered in the 

original mechanism,8 is the activation of the methoxy group before the Calkyl-O cleavage step. 

The carbon center is not removed as a methyl group because the cleavage of the C-O bond is 

kinetically accessible only after the CH3 group has been dehydrogenated, which allows a bond 

to be formed between the C center and the catalyst surface, hence leads to an activated Calkyl-

O bond.  

Alternative pathways. As mentioned above, as initial step, guaiacol does not 

necessarily have to be dehydrogenated at the OH group (1-2), leading to an alternative path 

for forming intermediate 6. The dehydrogenation step 1-3 at the methoxy group is also 

feasible (Figure 2 and Figure S5 of SI) as the corresponding barrier is only by 11 kJ mol–1 

higher than that of the 1-2 step. Similar to the most likely pathway, the methoxy group is 

activated by the removal of the first H, as just discussed. The methoxy group continues to 

dehydrogenate (3-5) exposing an O-CH moiety in intermediate 5. The energy profile of the 
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reactions from 1 to 5 (Figure S5 of SI) is comparable to the profile from 2 to 6 discussed for 

the most likely pathway (Figures 2, 5). Corresponding values of ∆Ea and ∆Er differ by at most 

7 kJ mol–1. Intermediate 5 may undergo two further reactions. One option is the 

dehydrogenation 5-6 at the OH group, yielding 6 (Figure 2, Figure S5 of SI), an intermediate 

on the most likely pathway. The highest barrier along when forming 6 via 3 and 5 is 62 kJ 

mol-1, even slightly lower than the highest barrier, 69 kJ mol-1, on the most likely path. 

However, the first reaction, 1-2, of the most likely pathway is by -51 kJ mol-1 more 

exothermic than the initial step 1-3 of the alternative pathway discussed here. In consequence, 

the stationary points along the main path are always more stable than the stationary points 

along the alternative path (Figure S5 of SI).  

The second kinetically accessible reaction for 5 is the bond scission 5-14 of Calkyl-O 

which is strongly exothermic, ∆Er = -127 kJ mol–1, and its barrier, 35 kJ mol–1, is comparable 

to that of 5-6. As discussed in Section 3.2, this reaction is both thermodynamically and 

kinetically more favored than the analogous reaction 6-15 which is part of the most likely 

pathway. Due to the lower barrier for 5-14, the competing reaction 5-7, the removal of the last 

H form the original methoxy group is unlikely to occur, different to the most likely pathway, 

because the barrier ∆Ea(5-7) is not reduced compared to the analogous reaction 6-8 of the OH-

dehydrogenated species. Reaction 5-7 requires an activation energy of 61 kJ mol–1, 

comparable to 6-8.  

A similar reaction path was proposed in a recent computational study addressing HDO 

of guaiacol over Ru.35 There species 5 is assumed to form as discussed here on the main 

path.35 Then, instead of proceeding with the scission of the Calkyl-O bond 5-14 as done here, 

cleavage of the Carom-O bond 5-18 was suggested to occur with a calculated barrier of 102 kJ 

mol–1,35 slightly higher than our value of 95 kJ mol–1. Recall that we ruled out reaction 5-18 

due to the significantly lower barrier, only 35 kJ mol–1, calculated for the competing reaction 

5-14. 

As discussed in the context of the most likely pathway, the surface complex of 

hydrogen catecholate 14 obtained from C-O bond scission can either be hydrogenated at the 

oxo group to form catechol 13, or it can dehydrogenate at the remaining OH group to from 

catecholate 15, an intermediate of the main pathway.  

Along the most likely pathway there is a second intermediate besides guaiacol 1 which 

does not have a single clearly preferred reaction. For intermediate 6 there are two reactions 

with similar barriers, the cleavage step 6-15 of Calkyl-O as discussed for the main pathway, and 

the less exothermic removal of the last H from the aliphatic carbon center, reaction 6-8 

(Figure 2 and Figure S6 of SI). We will continue here with intermediate 8 for which three 
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reactions have been considered. The kinetically most favored reaction 8-15 is the cleavage of 

the Calkyl-O bond with ∆Ea = 82 kJ mol–1 and ∆Er = -45 kJ mol–1. This alternative path and the 

most likely path differ only in the precursor of the Calkyl-O cleavage, intermediate 6 with the 

moiety –OCH or intermediate 8 with the moiety –OC. Experiment could only help with 

discriminating the two variants if the surface species were analyzed.  

Another reaction considered for 8 is the cleavage reaction 8-19 of the Caryl-O bond 

which is by 27 kJ mol–1 more exothermic than 8-15, but requires overcoming a rather high 

activation barrier of 101 kJ mol–1. This less likely route would lead to the direct formation of 

intermediate 19, which also occurs in the most likely pathway, but without the preceding 

formation of the surface complex of catecholate 15 or its O-hydrogenated analogues 13 or 14. 

The higher barrier calculated for this route is consistent with the experimental observation of 

catechol as an intermediate, demonstrating that the reaction pathway via the reaction 8-19 

only plays a subordinate role. The third reaction for intermediate 6, the removal of the oxo 

group in reaction 6-12, can be easily ruled out for its high barrier of 205 kJ mol–1.  

Three of the four alternative pathways (Figures S5, S6 of SI) are very similar to the 

main path, differing only in radicaloid intermediates on the surface. Thus, experiments, 

focusing on the analysis of products in the gas phase,10 cannot assist with confirming or 

rejecting these pathways 

Finally, we note that for the present system G corrections are crucial only for 

adsorption / desorption processes. In contrast, energies and activation barriers of reactions on 

the surface are only slightly affected by free energy corrections; for further details, see 

Section S6 of SI. 

4. Conclusions  

In this computational study, we proposed a reaction pathway for the hydrodeoxygenation 

(HDO) of guaiacol over a Ru catalyst with large facets, using Ru(0001) as model surface. 

According to our computational model, the reactions at the aliphatic methoxy side group of 

guaiacol follow similar patterns as those discussed in a previous work on ethanol on 

Ru(0001).77 The Calkyl-O bond is activated upon dehydrogenation at the Calkyl center and can 

be cleaved with barriers as low as 35 kJ mol–1. This result allows one to rationalize why the 

primary product of guaiacol HDO on Ru around 400 °C is catechol.10,11 It is plausible to 

assume that the formation of catechol from guaiacol in experiment on Pt12,13,16,17,20 follows a 

similar mechanism; recall that the activation of a Calkyl-O upon dehydrogenation at the carbon 

center has also been reported for Pt.83,84 In contrast to the Calkyl-O bond, the Caryl-O bond has 

quite high cleavage barriers, above 100 kJ mol–1, despite the aromatic C center being, per 
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definition, unsaturated. Thus the cleavage of the aromatic Caryl-O bonds is the crucial step for 

the complete catalytic HDO of guaiacol.  

We calculated the barriers for cleaving the aromatic Caryl-O bonds to depend notably on 

the local environment of the Caryl-O bond. When the corresponding oxo center is adsorbed at a 

top site, activation energies of more than 170 kJ mol–1 are required. In contrast, the Caryl-O 

bond with O adsorbed at a bridge site, as in the adsorption complex of catecholate, can be 

cleaved by overcoming a notably lower barrier of 106 kJ mol–1. This reduced barrier is related 

to the fact that the adsorbed catecholate molecule, its bridge adsorbed oxo group in particular, 

is under strain because the functional groups of catecholate compete for optimum adsorption 

sites on the Ru(0001) surface. The dependence of the barriers on the local geometry indicates 

that the surface structure of the catalyst can play an important role for the HDO activity – a 

circumstance that may be exploited when designing new catalyst.  

As our model does not consider co-adsorbed hydrogen atoms on the surface, the 

presented calculations can be understood as a model for experiments at low H2 pressure. In 

fact, our results, indicating that the phenolate C-O bond is difficult to cleave, agree well with 

the experiment at below 1 bar H2 over Ru/C11-13 where one observes phenol as main product. 

Thus, despite of the model character of our calculations, we were able to reveal important 

aspects of the HDO mechanism of guaiacol on Ru particles with large facets. However HDO 

is a complex process; experiments at approximately 40 bar H2 yield benzene as main product 

instead of phenol,10 indicating that significant effects on the selectivity may be induced by 

small changes of the process setup. It is desirable to explore how such changes of the 

experimental conditions affect the reactions at the molecular level, to improve our 

understanding of HDO of aromatics. However this is beyond the scope of the present work.  

For a better understanding of the complete reaction network, an analysis of the kinetics 

based on the calculated data will be beneficial. In view of the complexity of the HDO process, 

such modeling, e.g. microkinetic simulations or kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, will be left 

to future work.  

 
Supporting Information. Discussion of structures of adsorption complexes; structures of all 

stationary points not shown in the main text, a comment on the calculation of the TS structure 

1_14; energetic profiles of alternative HDO pathways; absolute energies of intermediate and 

transition states of the discussed HDO pathways; Gibbs free energies of reaction and of 

activation for all surface reactions; Cartesian coordinates of all stationary points. This material 

is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. 
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Table 1. Calculated reaction energies ∆Er and activation barriers ∆Ea of the reactions under study, presented in the direction of bond cleavage 
(kJ mol–1). a 

IS O-H    Calkyl-H   Caryl-H   Calkyl-O    Caryl-O(H)   Caryl-OR   

 P ∆Er ∆Ea  P ∆Er ∆Ea P ∆Er ∆Ea P ∆Er ∆Ea  P ∆Er ∆Ea P ∆Er ∆Ea

1 2+H -62 51  3+H -11 62 14+CH3 -104 171b  9+OH -14 115 18+OCH3 -33 102

2  4+H -5 69 15+CH3 -64   9+O -22 180 19+OCH3 -7 143

3 4+H -55 49  5+H -34 21 14+CH2 -91 58  10+OH -7 120 18+OCH2 -5 145

4  6+H -34 20 15+CH2 -58 67  10+O -21 207 19+OCH2 15 168

5 6+H -55 37  7+H -22 61 14+CH -127 35  11+OH 1 128 18+OCH -13 95

6  8+H -27 63 15+CH -93 58  11+O -13 177 19+OCH 7 107

8    15+C -45 82  12+O -19 205 19+CO -72 101

13 14+H -72 47      

14 15+H -21 78      19+OH 20 135

      18+O -14 184

15      19+O -28 106, 185

16 17+H -68 37      21+OH -2 124

17    19+H 66 118   21+O -3 189

19      22+O -58 149

20    21+H 40 92   

a Reactions are classified according to the categories introduced in Section 3.2. For each reaction, the initial state (IS) and the cleavage 
product (P) are listed; in some cases various products have been examined.  b Estimate; see Section S3 of SI. 
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Table 2. Calculated energies ∆Edes and Gibbs free energies ∆Gdes associated with the 
desorption of relevant adsorbates (kJ mol–1). 

  ∆Edes ∆Gdes 

   250 °C 
1bar 

250 °C
40 bar

400 °C,
1 bar

400 °C,
40 bar

1 guaiacol 107 7 23 -21 0

13 catechol 116 14 30 -16 5

16 phenol 130 32 48 4 25

20 benzene 136 37 53 10 30
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the structures of reactants and intermediates under 

study. The structures are first sorted by the number of C atoms, then by the number of O 

atoms, and finally by the number of H atoms. An asterisk indicates binding of a (di-) radical 

site to the metal surface. 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the reaction pathways under study. Bold black arrows 

denote the main reaction pathway discussed in Section 3.3. The kinetically accessible 

alternative pathways are marked by thin black arrows. Numerical values at the arrows denote 

reaction energies (black, regular font) and activation barriers (red, italics) of the 

corresponding reaction steps. In addition we show in gray other species examined that were 

determined not to be on a kinetically accessible pathway. Where appropriate free energy 

values ∆Gads or ∆Gdes (400 °C, 1 bar) are shown in parentheses. Figure S7 of SI provides an 

overview of the complete reaction network studied. 

Figure 3. Optimized structures of selected local equilibrium configurations to illustrate the 

adsorption modes of reaction intermediates. For side views on these structures and further 

intermediate structures, see Figure S1 of SI. Ru: cyan sticks; O: red; C: dark grey; H: white. 

Figure 4. Optimized structures of transitions states along the most important pathways 

discussed in Section 3.3. For side views of these structures as well as TSs not shown here, see 

Figure S2 of SI. Ru: cyan sticks; O: red; C: dark grey; H: white. The atoms associated with 

the bonds to be cleaved are highlighted. 

Figure 5. Energy profile of the most likely reaction pathway. Intermediate states are 

represented by bars, TS states by arches. Numerical values at the arcs denote reaction 

energies (black, regular font) and activation barriers (red, italics) of the corresponding 

reaction steps. The dashed arc marks the barrier of an unfavorable C-O cleavage in 15 where 

the O center is at a top site. Also shown are reaction energies and barriers of hydrogenation 

steps that yield non-radical intermediates.  
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of 

the structures of reactants and 

intermediates under study. The 

structures are first sorted by the number 

of C atoms, then by the number of O 

atoms, and finally by the number of H 

atoms. An asterisk indicates binding of a 

(di-) radical site to the metal surface. 
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the reaction pathways under study. Bold black arrows 
denote the main reaction pathway discussed in Section 3.3. The kinetically accessible 
alternative pathways are marked by thin black arrows. Numerical values at the arrows denote 
reaction energies (black, regular font) and activation barriers (red, italics) of the 
corresponding reaction steps. In addition we show in gray other species examined that were 
determined not to be on a kinetically accessible pathway. Where appropriate, free energy 
values ∆Gads or ∆Gdes (400 °C, 1 bar) are shown in parentheses. Figure S7 of SI provides an 
overview of the complete reaction network studied. 
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Figure 3. Optimized structures of selected local equilibrium configurations to illustrate the 

adsorption modes of reaction intermediates. For side views on these structures and further 

intermediate structures, see Figure S1 of SI. Ru: cyan sticks; O: red; C: dark grey; H: white. 
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Figure 4. Optimized structures of transitions states along the most important pathways 

discussed in Section 3.3. For side views of these structures as well as TSs not shown here, see 

Figure S2 of SI. Ru: cyan sticks; O: red; C: dark grey; H: white. The atoms associated with 

the bonds to be cleaved are highlighted. 
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Figure 5. Energy profile of the most likely reaction pathway. Intermediate states are 

represented by bars, TS states by arches. Numerical values at the arcs denote reaction energies 

(black, regular font) and activation barriers (red, italics) of the corresponding reaction steps. 

The dashed arc marks the barrier of an unfavorable C-O cleavage in 15 where the O center is 

at a top site. Also shown are reaction energies and barriers of hydrogenation steps that yield 

non-radical intermediates.  
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S1. Adsorption geometries 

We present here the most stable adsorption complexes of selected intermediates of guaiacol 

HDO (Figure S1). For typical functional groups, we focus on structural motives rather than 

discuss the adsorption geometries and energies of all species studied.  

We start with the adsorption geometry of the simplest aromatic system, benzene 20, 

which is experimentally well characterized.S1-S3 Our calculations show that benzene prefers to 

adsorb at a hcp site, i.e., with the center of the ring over a hcp hollow site. Every second C 

center of the substrate binds to a top site, C-Ru  218 pm, while the other three centers are 

located over hollow sites with notably longer C-Ru distances, 257–278 pm. The six C atoms 

thus form to a zig-zag ring structure. For orientation, we defined an average plane for the ring 

structure by a least-squares fit to the six carbon centers. This average plane is oriented 

parallel to the metal surface. The C atoms on top and hollow sites are located 3 pm below and 

above the average plane, respectively. At variance with the situation in the gas phase, the six 

H atoms are not in the average plane defined by the C atoms. Rather, the C-H bonds are 

pointing away from the metal surface. The C-H bonds associated with hollow adsorbed C 

atoms form angles of 14–15° with the average plane of the C atoms. Larger angles, 22–23°, 

are calculated for those C-H bonds with the C at top sites. This distortion from the planar 

geometry of gas phase benzene can be rationalized with re-hybridization of the C centers 

upon adsorption. The structure of the adsorption complex and the calculated adsorption 

energy of -136 kJ mol�1 are consistent with earlier results from GGA-DFT calculationsS3 and 

LEED experiments.S1-S3 The reported structure is not typical for benzene adsorbed on all 

close-packed metal surfaces. Besides Ru, preferred adsorption at hollow sites is only 

calculated for Group 11 metals where adsorption energies are -5 kJ mol�1 or less 

exothermic.S4, S5 Adsorption energies of benzene comparable to the values for Ru(0001) have 

been reported for the close-packed surfaces of PtS6, S7, PdS8-S10, and RhS8, all values in the 

range from 117 kJ mol�1 to 145 kJ mol�1
. 

The adsorption geometry of the aromatic ring is not affected by the presence of OH and 

OCH3 substituents of the ring. Adsorbed guaiacol 1, catechol 13 and phenol 16 (Figure S1) 

prefer adsorption over a hcp or a fcc site. However, the presence of the OH and OCH3 

slightly affects the adsorption energies. Adsorption becomes less exothermic with increasing 

number of oxygen centers featuring substituents (benzene 20: -136 kJ mol�1, phenol 16: -130 

kJ mol�1, catechol 13: -116 kJ mol�1, guaiacol 1: -107 kJ mol�1), in line with results reported 

for group 10 metals.S10-S13 The O centers of the OH and OCH3 moieties hardly interact with 

the Ru surface, albeit the latter is known to be oxophilic.S14 Caryl-O bonds are also tilted away 

from the surface, by 11–35°, similar to the C-H bonds in the adsorption complex 20 of 
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benzene. The resulting distances between O centers and the closest Ru atom are quite long, 

246 pm or longer. The Caryl-O bonds were also determined to be tilted for phenol on Pt, Ni 

and Rh. S11-S13, S15 

The preference for the hcp site by the aromatic ring, noted above, is also found for 

species 3, 5, and 7, which are derived from adsorbed guaiacol by dehydrogenation at the 

aliphatic C center that adsorbs at top, bridge, and hollow sites, respectively. This is 

remarkable, as earlier calculations have shown that all CHx species, x = 1–3, on Ru(0001) 

prefer hollow sites.S16, S17 

For each adsorption complex we checked a variety of conformers. For instance, we 

identified eight surface complexes of guaiacol, which differ in Eads by up to 100 kJ mol�1. 

In these complexes, guaiacol adsorbs on hcp, fcc, and bridge sites, or interacts with the 

surface only via its O centers. For example, a flat-lying complex at a bridge site is the next 

most stable structure, 26 kJ mol�1 higher, than the most stable structures at hollow sites. 

Now we turn to oxo substituents of aromatic species, e.g., in the surface complex of 

phenolate 17, and we discuss how they interact with the Ru surface. Such an aromatic oxo 

group adsorbs at a top site (Figure S1) while the C6 ring is located over a hcp site as in most 

previously discussed structures. The C center of the C-O moiety is located over a neighboring 

fcc site. The O-Ru distance, 212 pm in 17, indicates a significantly stronger O-metal 

interaction than in the absorption complex of phenol 16, the hydrogenated analogue where O-

Ru = 267 pm. Attempts to optimize alternative structures for the adsorption complex of 

phenolate 17 with the oxo group placed over hollow or bridge sides failed; these structures 

did not turn into stable minima. However, there are surface complexes, like catecholate 15, 

the intrinsic structures of which prevent oxo groups to be adsorbed at top sites if the aromatic 

ring is adsorbed on a hollow site. This results in structures under strain; see Section 3.1 of the 

main text. 

A dehydrogenated aromatic C center, e.g., as in the surface complex of phenyl 21, is 

another structure motif encountered several times. In this adsorption complex, the 

dehydrogenated C adsorbs at a hollow site, while the center of the C6 ring is shifted to a 

bridge site. On Ru(0001) the C6 ring of 21 lies essentially parallel to the metal surface, while 

phenyl was calculated to adsorb upright or tilted on the Cu(100) and Pt(111) surfaces.S7, S18 A 

dehydrogenated aromatic C at a hollow site is also found in structure 19 which has an oxo 

group in ortho-position. Although the oxo group is bound to a top site, the local geometry 

around the oxo group differs from the situation in the most stable adsorption complex of 

phenolate 17. In 17, the Caryl-O bond is located over a hollow site; the bond in 19 is oriented 
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along a bridge site, a structural motif which could not be located for phenolate. Hence the 

Caryl-O bond of 17 is in an unfavorable position, due to the dehydrogenated C center which 

adsorbs at a hollow site and thus limits the conformational freedom for the rest of the 

adsorbate. In view of this competition between an oxo group and a dehydrogenated C center 

for optimum adsorption sites, the adsorption complex 19 is strained, similar to adsorbed 

catecholate 15.  

Finally, we point out a more exotic structure, the adsorption complex 22 of benzyne, 

which is included here as a possible intermediate in the reaction network; see Figure 2 of the 

main text. Benzyne formally derives from the further dehydrogenation of phenyl 21 at ortho-

position. At variance with phenyl, benzyne is located over a hollow site, perpendicular to the 

Ru surface (Figure S1). Similar structures have also been calculated for Pt(111) and 

Cu(100).S7, S18  
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Figure S1. Optimized structures of adsorption complexes viewed from the top and the side. 

Ru: cyan sticks; O: red; C: dark grey; H: white. To expose the reacting moieties, the direction 

for views from the side are “down” the drawing plane; see the eye indicated at the top of 

guaiacol 1. Where appropriate, an alternative perspective has been chosen to allow a clearer 

representation of the structures. In these cases the viewing directions are also indicated.
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Figure S1. (continued) 
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S2. Transition state geometries  

 

 

Figure S2. Optimized structures of transition states. Ru: cyan sticks; O: red; C: dark grey; H: 

white. See Figure S1 for the lay-out of the structures viewed from the side. The atoms 

associated with the bonds to be cleaved are highlighted. 
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Figure S2. (continued) 
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Figure S2. (continued) 
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Figure S2. (continued) 
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S3. Comment on structure 1_14 

 

Figure S3. Vibrational modes of the transition state structure 1_14, which have imaginary 

frequencies. See Figure S1 for the lay-out of the structures viewed from the side  

 

We had problems to optimize structure 1_14, the TS associated with the removal of the 

methyl group from the surface complex 1 of guaiacol. The largest force acting on an atom in 

the structure obtained is 2.7×10–4 eV/pm; despite some effort, it was not possible to reduce 

the forces any further. In other words, the remaining forces acting on the structure are slightly 

above the convergence criteria of 2.0×10–4 eV/pm, used otherwise in this work. Analysis of 

the vibrational modes revealed that the structure shown in Figure S3 features two vibrational 

modes with imaginary frequencies. This is most likely related to the fact that larger forces are 

acting on the adsorbate structure. One imaginary mode has a frequency of 547i cm–1 and is 

related to the stretching mode of the methoxy C-O bond. The second, significantly smaller 

imaginary frequency, 96 i cm–1, represents a “vertical” movement of the methyl group 

towards the Ru surface.  

If one assumes that the presented structure is a reasonable approximation of the actual TS 

structure (which we were unable to locate), one estimates the barrier of reaction 1-14 at 171 

kJ mol–1. We refrained from putting further effort into optimizing this TS; rather we decided 

to work with the obtained estimated value of the barrier. This is justified for two reasons.  

(i) In view on the relatively small remaining forces, we do not expect the electronic 

energy of the structure to change significantly. The current estimated value of the barrier, 
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~170 kJ mol–1, agrees well with the value of 167 kJ mol–1 reported for the C-O scission of 

ethanol on the same surface.S16 In both cases, a single bond between saturated C and O 

centers is cleaved.  

(ii) The electronic energy of the TS structure would have to decrease further by more 

than 100 kJ mol–1 before it will have an effect on the Calkyl-O cleavage mechanism. After all, 

the highest barrier along the reaction pathway involving C-O bond cleavage after 

dehydrogenation at the methyl group is only 69 kJ mol–1, hence significantly lower than the 

value of about 170 kJ mol–1 for the direct removal of the CH3 group. This large difference 

between the barriers justifies that the energy of the energetically high lying TS 1-14 is 

evaluated at a slightly lower precision than generally required in the present work. 
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S4. Energy profiles for C-O cleavage of phenolate 

 

 

Figure S4. Energetic profile of the two possible pathways for the cleavage of the C-O bond 

in phenolate, as dicussed in Section 3.3 of the main text. Lay-out as in Figure 5.  
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S5. Energy profiles of HDO reaction pathways of guaiacol  

 

 

 

Figure S5. Energy profile of reaction pathways via intermediate 3, alternative to the most 

likely path shown in Figure 5 of the main text. Lay-out as in Figure 5. For easier comparison, 

part of the most likely pathway shown in Figure 5 is displayed here in grey.  
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Figure S6. Energy profile of reaction pathways starting from intermediate 6 alternative to the 

most likely path shown in Figure 5 of the main text. Lay-out as in Figure 5. For easier 

comparison, a part of the most likely pathway is displayed in grey. For the intermediates 15 

and 19 each, two energies are given that represent different co-products (adsorbed at formally 

infinite distance) of the preceding bond cleavage. The energies required for converting these 

various co-products into each other are also shown; see also Table S1.  

 
The reactions on the main pathway (grey in Figure S6) are 

1gp → 1 → 2 + H → 4 + 2 H → 6 + 3 H → 15 + 3 H + CH → 19 + 3 H + CH +O → … 

The two alternative pathways, which differ from the main pathway starting from intermediate 

6, can be written as  

 1gp → (…) → 6 +3 H → 8 + 4 H → 15 + 4 H + C → …  and 

 1gp → (…) → 6 +3 H → 8 + 4 H → 19 + 4 H + CO → … 
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Comparing the three reaction sequences, one notes that the co-products formed with the 

intermediates 15 and 19 on the main pathway (3 H + CH and 3 H + CH +O, respectively), 

differ from the co-products on the alternative pathway. Therefore, two energies are shown in 

Figure S6 for both 15 and 19. The difference between the marked energy values represents 

the energy required to convert the co-products into each other. These values are the reaction 

energies  

-21 kJ mol–1 for  15 + 4 H + C → 15 + 3 H + CH 

and -23 kJ mol–1 for 19 + 4 H + CO →19 + 3 H + CH + O. 

Table S1. Energies (kJ mol–1) relative to guaiacol 1gp in the gas phase and a bare Ru(0001) 

surface, for all intermediate and transitions states shown in Figure 5 of the main text and 

Figures S5 and S6 of SI. Co-adsorbed species at formally infinite separation.  

 Local minima  E TS E
Main pathway 1gp 0  
 1 -107 1_2 -56
 2 + H -168 2_4 + H -99
 4 + 2H -173 4_6 + 2H -153
 6 + 3H -207 6_15 + 3H -149
 15 + 3H + CH -300 15_14 + 2H + CH -201
  15_19(top) + 3H + CH -115
  15_19(bridge) + 3H + CH -194
 14 + 2H + CH -279 14_13 + H + CH -160
 13 + H + CH -206
 13gp + H + CH -91
 19 + 3H + CH + O -328 19_17 + 3H + CH + O -277
 17 + 2H + CH + O -394 17_16 + H + CH + O -206
  17_21 + 2H + CH + O -289
 16 + H + CH + O -326
 16gp + H + CH + O -196
 21 + 2H + CH + 2O -397 21_20 + H + CH + 2O -345
 20 + H + CH + 2O -437  
 20gp + H + CH + 2O -301  
Alternative pathways 1 -107 1_3 -45
 3 + H -118 3_5 + H -97
 5 + 2H -151 5_6 + 2H -115
  5_14 + 2H -116
 6 + 3H -207 6_8 + 3H -144
 8 + 4H -234 8_15 + 4H -152
  8_19 + 4H 101
 15 + 4H + C -279
 19 + 4H + CO -305
 14 + 2H + CH -279 14_15 + 2H + CH -201
 15 + 3H + CH -300  
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Figure S7. Schematic representation of the reaction network under study. Bold black arrows denote the main reaction pathway discussed in 

Section 3.3; the alternative pathway is indicated by bold blue arrows. 
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S6. Gibbs free energies of reaction and activation 

In Tables S2 and S3 we present the Gibbs free energies of reaction ∆Gr and the free energies 

of activation ∆Ga at 250°C and 400°C, respectively, for the surface reactions. Frustrated 

rotations and translations of adsorption complexes are approximated as harmonic oscillations. 

Thus, ∆Gr and ∆Ga of surface reactions are independent of surface coverage and pressure.  

 

Figure S8. Free energy profile of the main reaction pathway at 400°C and 1 bar. Lay-out as 
in Figure 5. For easier comparison, the energy profile of the most likely pathway as shown in 
Figure 5 is displayed in light grey. For the sake of readability, the electronic energy 
associated with the formation of gas phase catechol (16gp) is omitted. Energies and free 
energies are with respect to guaiacol in the gas phase (1gp) and the bare Ru(0001) surface. 

The E axis is shifted such that the bar denoting 1 is identical on both scales. The values in 
black refer to ∆Gr, those in red to ∆Ga. 
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Table S2. Calculated Gibbs free reaction energies ∆Gr and Gibbs free energies of activation ∆Ga of the reactions under study at 250°C, 
presented in the direction of bond cleavage.a Energies in kJ mol–1. 

IS O-H   Calkyl-H Caryl-H Calkyl-O   Caryl-O(H) Caryl-OR   

 P ∆Gr ∆Ga  P ∆Gr ∆Ga P ∆Gr ∆Ga P ∆Gr ∆Ga  P ∆Gr ∆Ga P ∆Gr ∆Ga

1 2+H -68 43  3+H -16 53 14+CH3 -111 164b  9+OH -19 113 18+OCH3 -38 99

2   4+H -8 62 15+CH3 -74   9+O -24 173 19+OCH3 -13 134

3 4+H -60 37  5+H -44 12 14+CH2 -104 46  10+OH -11 119 18+OCH2 -13 137

4   6+H -47 8 15+CH2 -74 56  10+O -24 198 19+OCH2 5 155

5 6+H -62 25  7+H -34 48 14+CH -133 31  11+OH -6 124 18+OCH -26 87

6   8+H -37 50 15+CH -101 48  11+O -17 176 19+OCH -6 96

8    15+C -51 76  12+O -22 197 19+CO -89 93

13 14+H -80 27     

14 15+H -31 61     19+OH 13 128

      18+O -18 179

15      19+O -30 104, 182

16 17+H -72 27     21+OH -6 122

17    19+H 53 103   21+O -7 184

19      22+O -65 140

20    21+H 32 81   

a Reactions are classified according to the categories introduced in Section 3.2. For each reaction, the initial state (IS) and the cleavage 
product (P) are listed; in some cases, several products have been examined.  b Estimate; see Section S3 of SI. 
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Table S3. Calculated Gibbs free reaction energies ∆Gr and Gibbs free energies of activation ∆Ga of the reactions under study at 400°C, 
presented in the direction of bond cleavage.a Energies in kJ mol–1. 

IS O-H   Calkyl-H Caryl-H Calkyl-O   Caryl-O(H) Caryl-OR

 P ∆Gr ∆Ga  P ∆Gr ∆Ga P ∆Gr ∆Ga P ∆Gr ∆Ga  P ∆Gr ∆Ga P ∆Gr ∆Ga

1 2+H -66 45  3+H -13 56 14+CH3 -110 167b  9+OH -19 115 18+OCH3 -38 100

2   4+H -5 65 15+CH3 -74   9+O -24 174 19+OCH3 -14 135

3 4+H -58 39  5+H -43 13 14+CH2 -105 48  10+OH -11 121 18+OCH2 -14 138

4   6+H -46 9 15+CH2 -76 56  10+O -24 198 19+OCH2 3 155

5 6+H -61 28  7+H -34 48 14+CH -134 31  11+OH -7 125 18+OCH -29 87

6   8+H -36 50 15+CH -103 47  11+O -17 177 19+OCH -9 95

8    15+C -52 77  12+O -21 197 19+CO -94 92

13 14+H -79 27     

14 15+H -30 63     19+OH 12 130

      18+O -18 181

15      19+O -30 106, 184

16 17+H -69 29     21+OH -5 124

17    19+H 53 103   21+O -7 185

19      22+O -67 138

20    21+H 34 82   

a Reactions are classified according to the categories introduced in Section 3.2. For each reaction, the initial state (IS) and the cleavage 
product (P) are listed; in some cases various products have been examined.  b Estimate; see Section S3 of SI. 
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Figure S9. Energy profiles and free energy profiles of all reactions of adsorbed guaiacol 1. 

Energies and free energies referred to guaiacol 1gp in the gas phase and the bare Ru(0001) 

surface. The free energy diagrams are vertically shifted such that the bar denoting 1 is at the 

same height in all three panels of the figure.  

 

S7. Cartesian coordinates and energies of stationary points  

Cartesian coordinates of all stationary points are collected as xyz files in the separate archive 

cart_coord.zip. All coordinates refer to periodic structures (unit cell with a = b = 1348 pm, c 

= 2641 pm, α = β = 90°, γ = 60° for surface structures; a = b = c = 2000 pm, α = β = γ = 90° 

for gas phase structures). The comment line in the xyz files shows the absolute electronic 

energies (in eV) and the number of imaginary vibrational frequencies. 

 


